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Recent studies suggest a role for rapid induction
of transcription
factors in stimulus-induced
neuronal
plasticity
in
the mammalian
brain. Synaptic
activation
of transcription
factors has been analyzed
in the hippocampus
using the
long-term
potentiation
or enhancement
(LTP/LTE)
paradigm.
Using this approach,
several studies have identified
transcription
factors that are induced
in hippocampal
granule
cells by NMDA receptor-dependent
mechanisms;
however,
the link between long-term
plasticity and activation
of these
genes has been called into question by reports suggesting
that the thresholds
for LTE and gene activation
differ.
To address
this issue, we have used a chronic in vivo
recording
technique
to monitor mRNA responses
of several
transcription
factor genes to two different patterns of LTEinducing electrical stimulation
of entorhinal
cortical afferents
to hippocampus.
One pattern consisted
of 10 repetitions
of
a 20 or 25 msec train of pulses at 400 Hz (80 or 100 pulses
total). This “IO-train”
pattern has been used in previous
studies of LTE and produces
robust synaptic enhancement
lasting at least 3 d (Barnes,
1979). The other stimulation
pattern consisted
of 50 repetitions
of a 20 msec train delivered at 400 Hz (400 pulses total), which is similar to parameters used in other studies reporting
induction
of c-fos in
association
with LTE (Dragunow
et al., 1989; Jeffery et al.,
1990; Abraham
et al., 1992). Our results indicate that expression
of zif266, monitored
by in situ hybridization
and
immunostaining,
is strongly induced by the 1 O-train stimulus
pattern to levels similar to those induced by seizure activity.
JunB mRNA levels are also modestly
increased
by the lotrain stimulus
pattern; however,
increases
in JunB immunostaining
were not detected.
Neither c-fos nor c-jun mRNA
were detectably
induced by this stimulus.
In contrast,
the
50-train stimulus pattern resulted
in a robust induction
of
c-fos and c-jun mRNA, in addition to zif266 and junB. Transcription
factor responses
to either stimulus pattern were
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blocked by the noncompetitive
NMDA receptor
antagonist
MK-801. Identical
transcription
factor responses
were observed in adult (8-12-month-old)
and aged (23-28-monthold) rats, suggesting
that synaptic mechanisms
involved in
these responses
are preserved
in aged animals. Analysis of
LTE following
either the lo- or 50-train stimulus
patterns
revealed identical magnitudes
of initial induction
and decay
kinetics (-3 d) and indicates that the 1 O-train stimulus pattern is sufficient to produce maximal synaptic enhancement.
These studies define distinct thresholds
for NMDA-dependent induction
of transcription
factors in hippocampus
and
indicate
that, of the transcription
factor genes examined,
only the threshold
for activation
of zif266 is similar to that
for LTE.
[Key words: NMDA receptor, immediate-early
genes, longterm potentiation,
c-fos, zif 288, Krox20, nur77, junB, cjun,
fosB]

Classical studies of learning and memory indicate a role for
rapid RNA and protein synthesisin long-term maintenance of
plasticity (Agranoff, 1981). The observation that neurotransmitters induce rapid increasesin expressionof genescoding for
proteins that bind DNA and regulate transcription (Greenberg
and Ziff, 1984; Greenberg et al., 1986; Morgan et al., 1987)
provided insight into mechanismsthat might underlie forms of
plasticity that are dependenton macromoleculesynthesis.The
emergingconcept is that neurotransmitters may induce a regulated and sequentialactivation of specificgenesthat ultimately
definethe long-term cellular response(Goelet et al., 1986;Deadwyler et al., 1987;Shengand Greenberg, 1990;Lau and Nathans,
1991).
Direct evidence of a role for regulatedgeneactivation in plasticity wasprovided by Kandel and associates,who demonstrated
that injection of a DNA fragment that presumablybinds to and
blocks activity of the transcription factor CREB inhibits longterm plastic responsesin cultured Aplysia neurons(Dash et al.,
1990). Studies in whole-animal, vertebrate modelsof plasticity
have focusedon correlations betweengeneresponsesto specific
stimuli and subsequentlong-term adaptive changes.This approach hasidentified a variety of physiological or artificial stimuli, many of which are known to result in long-term adaptive
changes,that induce expressionof specifictranscription factors.
For example, transcription factors c-fis and ~$268 (Christy et
al., 1988; also termed NGFT-A, Egr-1, Krox24) are induced in
spinal cord neurons by peripheral nerve stimulation (Hunt et
al., 1987; Bullitt, 1989; Wisden et al., 1990) in the suprachiasmatic nucleusby a photic stimulus (Aronin et al., 1990; Rusak
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et al., 1990) and in rodent somatosensory cortex by stimulating
whiskers (Mack and Mack, 1992). Moreover, ~$268 is induced
in discrete regions of the bird forebrain in response to species
specific song (Mello et al., 1992). An important result of this
work is that it has defined the sensitivity of the neuronal genomic
response to afferent stimuli and has implicated transcription
factors in many physiological responses.
Insights into basic synaptic mechanisms regulating transcription factor expression in vivo have emergedfrom studiesusing
the long-term potentiation or enhancement (LTP/LTE) paradigm in the hippocampus(Douglaset al., 1988;Cole et al., 1989;
Dragunow et al., 1989; Jeffrey et al., 1990; Wisden et al., 1990;
Schreiberet al., 1991; Abraham et al., 1992). A strength of this
paradigm is that it permits direct assessmentof the effects of
electrical activity on synaptic efficacy (Bliss and Lomo, 1973;
Douglasand Goddard, 1975). Additionally, the stimulus intensity threshold (McNaughton et al., 1978; Douglaset al., 1982)
and transmitter pharmacology (Collingridge et al., 1984; Abraham and Mason, 1988;Reedand Robinson, 1991)for induction
of long-term plasticity are well defined.
Transcription factor mRNA is rapidly induced by high-frequency synaptic stimuli that also induce LTE (Cole et al., 1989;
Dragunow et al., 1989; Wisden et al., 1990). Transcription factors that are reported to be induced with LTE include ~$268,
junB, C&Y, junD, and c-jun (Cole et al., 1989; Jeffery et al.,
1990; Wisden et al., 1990; Abraham et al., 1992). To define
further the association between LTE and transcription factor
induction, investigators have examined gene responsesunder
conditions that block or modify LTE induction. Both the transcription factor responseand LTE are blocked by NMDA-type
glutamate receptor antagonists(Cole et al., 1989; Wisden et al.,
1990) and by intrinsic inhibitory pathways (Cole et al., 1989).
Additionally, the threshold stimulus intensity for induction of
LTE is similar to that for induction of zif268 (Cole et al., 1989)
and the decay time of LTE and degreeof ~$268 induction have
been found to be significantly correlated (Richardson et al.,
1992).
By contrast, other reports are lesssupportive of an association
between LTE and rapid generesponses.Studies examining the
effect of different temporal patterns of synaptic stimuli suggested
a negative correlation between LTE and transcription factor
induction (Schreiber et al., 1991). Moreover, reports disagree
on the inducibility of specific transcription factors with LTE
(Dragunow et al., 1989; Wisden et al., 1990). The recent observation that generalanesthesiaproducesa dramatic reduction
in transcription factor responsesmay explain many of these
discrepancies(Douglaset al., 1988; Dragunow et al., 1989; Jeffery et al., 1990; Abraham et al., 1992; Krukoff et al., 1992)and
indicates that generalanestheticsshould be avoided in studies
of transcription factor regulation in normal physiology. Another
consideration in interpreting results usingthe LTE paradigm is
that acute brain injury, for example, due to passinga probe
through the cortex or hippocampus, causesa rapid, NMDAdependentinduction of transcription factors (Dragunow et al.,
1990; Cole et al., in press)that may be difficult to control in
acute LTE preparations. Possibleeffects due to anestheticsor
acute injury may be negatedusinga chronically implanted preparation, in which LTE stimuli are administered in awake, behaving animals long after recovery. Studies using the chronic
preparation report that several transcription factors, including
~$268, c-fos, junB, and c-jun, are induced in associationwith
LTE (Jeffery et al., 1990; Abraham et al., 1992).
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Despite these advances,several areasof uncertainty remain.
Stimulus parameterstypically usedto induce transcription factors are more intensethan are required to produce long-lasting
synaptic enhancement.For example, a 50-train stimuluspattern
hasbeen usedto induce c-fos in unanesthetizedrats (Dragunow
et al., 1989)whereas10trains are sufficient to induce LTE lasting
3-5 d (Barnes, 1979). This suggestsa possibledissociation between the conditions sufficient for LTE induction and those
necessaryfor induction of c-fos. Accordingly, it is important to
establishthe stimulus intensity necessaryto induce eachof these
transcription factors, and to relate this to the LTE responsein
unanesthetized animals. The present experiments were conducted to addresstheseissues.An additional purpose of these
studies was to compare the efficiency of transcription factor
activation in young and agedrats. Previous studieshave demonstrated that the induction of LTE is comparablein young and
old rats, whereas the rate of decay of the enhanced synaptic
responseis acceleratedin the agedanimals(Barnes, 1979;Barnes
and McNaughton, 1980, 1985; de Toledo Moire11and Morrell,
1985).
Abstracts describingsomeof the resultshave been published
(Barneset al., 1991; Worley et al., 1992).
Materials and Methods
Subjects. A total of 115 Fisher 344 rats were used in the experiments
described here. All rats were male retired breeders obtained from the
National Institute on Aging’s colony at Charles River at either 9 months
(n = 97) or 24 months (n = 8) of age. All of the old rats and 61 of the
young rats were implanted bilaterally with stimulating and recording
electrodes (as described below). Thirty-six other rats were used as either
naive controls or seizure controls [intraperitoneal injection of 50 mg/
kg pentylenetetrazol, or maximal electroconvulsive shock (MECS) (Cole
et al., 1990)] for the in situ hybridization comparisons. Rats were housed
individually, fed ad libitum, and maintained on a 12 hr: 12 hr 1ight:dark
cycle, with all recordings obtained during the dark phase of the cycle.
Surgicalprocedures. Surgery was performed according to NIH guidelines for rodents. Briefly, rats underwent bilateral electrode implantation
under sodium pentobarbital (Nembutal, 33 mg/kg), which was supplemented as necessary with Metofane. Recording and stimulating electrodes were constructed of 114 pm Teflon-coated stainless steel wire
(Medwire Corp.). The difference between the two electrodes was that
300 pm of insulation was removed from the tips of the monopolar
stimulating electrodes, while the insulation on the recording electrodes
was intact to the tip. The coordinates used for recording and stimulation
placements were 3.8 mm posterior to bregma and 2.0 mm lateral to the
midline, and 8.1 mm posterior to bregma and 4.4 mm lateral to the
midline, respectively (Paxinos and Watson, 1986). Final depths were
adjusted under electrophysiological control to produce the maximal
positive-going field response in the fascia dentata (see Fig. 1 for waveform examples). All rats were given children’s Tylenol for analgesic
purposes and fresh fruit for 3 dafter surgery. One to three weeks recovery
time was allowed before recording experiments began.
Electrophysiological recording and behavioral procedures. Most of the
details of the electrophysiological recording techniques are as described
in McNaughton et al. (1986). The electrical stimuli consisted of 200
wsec diphasic, constant current pulses given at a stimulus intensity range
of 200-500 PA. The low-frequency test stimulation was given at least
5 set apart between hemispheres and lo-20 set apart within a given
hemisphere. The total number of stimulus pulses and stimulus intensities were always matched between low-frequency hemispheres and
high-frequency hemispheres within a given rat. The high-frequency
stimulation parameters used for most of these studies consisted of 10
repetitions of a 25 msec train (i.e., 10 pulses) delivered at 400 Hz, for
a total of 100 pulses (lo-train stimulus pattern). One additional highfrequency protocol was used in which there were 50 repetitions of a 20
msec train (i.e., 8 pulses) delivered at 400 Hz, for a total of 400 pulses
(50-train stimulus pattern).
All response data were digitized by computer at 20 kHz and stored
on disk for subsequent off-line analysis. The field excitatory postsynaptic
potential (EPSP) amplitude was measured as the voltage difference be-
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Figure I.

Electrical recordings of the
LTE paradigm. The tracings are examples of perforant path evoked responses and EEG recorded in the hilus
of the fascia dentata, before (top), during (for evoked responses) or immediate after (for EEG) HF stimulation
(middle), and 30 min following the lotrain stimulation session (bottom). The
example on the left illustrates a case in
which no afterdischarge is observed and
demonstrates robust enhancement of
the population spike 30 min after the
LTE stimulus. On the right, a case is
illustrated in which an afterdischarge
was elicited by the HF stimuli. No rats
were included among the present experimental animals if they exhibited
such afterdischarae. Calibration bars:
evoked responses;5 mV, 5 msec; EEG,
0.5 mV, 400 msec.

DURING
HF

irl

tween two cursors set at approximate EPSP onset and 1 msec beyond
this point. The population spike was measured as the area under the
tangent line marking the onset and offset of the negative-going spike.
To calculate the amount of change observed at various time points
following high- or low-frequency stimulation, the fractional change was
computed by the formula (V, - V,)l V,, where V, is the value after highfrequency (or low-frequency in control hemispheres) stimulation and
VOis the mean baseline value before the treatment. In addition to evoked
responses, EEG data were collected for 2.56 set before each stimulus
delivery. EEG was also monitored on analog oscilloscopes. These procedures enabled careful monitoring for possible afterdischarge following
the high-frequency treatment. Examples of evoked responses and EEG
collected in two different experiments are shown in Figure 1.
For the eight old animals participating in the experiment, and the
corresponding eight young control rats, spatial behavioral tests were
administered using the Morris swim task (Morris, 198 1). A total of nine
trials were given on each of 2 d, essentially as described previously
(McNaughton et al., 1989). This was done simply as a screening procedure to ensure that the old rats included in this experiment exhibited
expected spatial memory deficits (i.e., Gallagher and Pelleymounter,
1988).
In situ hybridization. In situ hybridization techniques have been described previously (Saffen et al., 1988; Cole et al., 1989, 1990). Rats
were killed by guillotine decapitation, and brains were rapidly removed
(~2 min) and collected on wet ice. Histological tissue blocks were prepared by combining half-brains from naive controls and MECS controls
along with the experimental animals. This procedure provides a positive
control on each tissue section and allows a comparative analysis of the
magnitude of LTE-induced responses. Tissue blocks were rapidly frozen
in plastic molds on dry ice/ethanol. Care was taken to assure that the
postmortem interval prior to freezing was less than 10 min.
35S riboprobes were prepared using T, or T, RNA polymerase from
appropriately restricted plasmids containing mouse [c-jun, junB, fosB

(Nakabeppu and Nathan, 1991) nur77 (Hazel et al., 1988) Krox20
(Chavner et al., 1989)], rat (NGFI-A), or human (c&s) cDNA inserts
of the transcription factors (Saffen et al., 1988). In certain experiments,
we also used 35S- or 32P-labeled cDNA nrobes DreDared bv random
priming of near full-length cDNA inserts. When cDNA probes were
used for in situ hybridization, probes were heat denatured and 0.1 pg/
ml of sheared salmon sperm was added to the standard hybridization
buffer. Slides were hybridized overnight at 50°C and washed in 2x
saline-sodium citrate (SSC) twice for 20 min at room temperature and
then 30-60 min at 45°C in 4 x SSC. 50% formamide followed bv a brief
dip in H,O and dehydration in ascending ethanol. Exposure times were
typically comparable to sections labeled with ‘S riboprobes.
Zmmunohistochemistry. Affinity-purified rabbit polyclonal antisera
selective for Zif268 (provided by Dr. Barbara Christy, University of
Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio, TX) or JunB (provided by
Dr. Yusaku Nakabeppu, Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan) were used
for immunohistochemical
staining of posttixed, fresh-frozen brain sections, as described previously (Worley et al., 1990, 199 1). This protocol
allows us to use adjacent sections of the same histological material for
both in situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry.

Results
Electrode implantation and basal expressionof transcription
factors
Acute brain injury causes a rapid, NMDA-dependent
induction
of several transcription
factors including c-fos, c-jun, junB, and
~$268 (Dragunow et al., 1990; Cole et al., in press). To examine
possible chronic changes due to electrode implantation,
we analyzed four adult rats and one old rat that were implanted
and
allowed to recover for at least 2 weeks before death. The animals
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Figure 2. LTE induces ~$268 mRNA in a discrete region of the dentate gyrus. A-C are autoradiograms of zif268 in situ hybridization to rat brain
sections. Each autoradiogram includes the experimental brain (top), as well as half-brains from a naive control (bottom left) and a seizure-stimulated
control (30 min after MECS, bottomright), which are included for anatomical comparison and technical control. The experimental animal was
killed 30 min after 80 pulses of LF (left fascia dentata) and HF (1 O-train stimulus, right fascia dentata) perforant path stimulation (see Materials
and Methods for stimulation protocol). Panels are from the same animal and demonstrate the anatomic distribution of the ~$268 mRNA response
to the HF stimulus. Note increases in ~$268 mRNA in the granule cell layer of the dorsal hippocampus (A and B, upperarrowheads)
are as robust
as those induced by a seizure (A and B, lower arrowheads). LTE-induced increases are detected in a small, dorsal region of the caudal hippocampus
(C, arrowhead with d) while levels in the remainder of the caudal hippocampus (C, upperdoublearrowheads)
are not induced. By contrast, seizures
induce zif268 in the granule cell layer throughout the hippocampus including the caudal region (C, lower arrowheads); lo-train LTE produced
similar robust, but anatomically restricted induction of zif268 mRNA in each of two additional animals that were sectioned at multiple anatomic
levels. The seizure-induced response is present in the dentate gyrus throughout the extent of the hippocampus.

were each connected to the recording apparatuswithout stimulation before death. Brains were blocked, cut, and mounted on
slides with nonoperated controls. Coronal sections including
several regionsof the hippocampusand entorhinal cortex were
examined by Nissl stain (toluidine blue) and by in situ hybridization. The recording electrode implantation site wasdetected
histologically as a track through the cortex and hippocampus
ending in the hilus of the fascia dentata. No areas of gross
cavitation or hemosiderin staining were detected. The stimulating electrodetracks in the entorhinal cortex and angularbundle were similarly pale. mRNA levels of c-fos, c-jun, junB, and
~$268 in the implanted hemispherewere identical to those in
either the nonimplanted hemisphere or the naive control. In
this in situ analysis, we were particularly careful to examine
granule cells of the dorsal hippocampus in the immediate vicinity of the recording electrode and several millimeters rostra1
and caudal to the site.
Transcriptionfactor induction following electrically induced
afterdischarges
The EEG was routinely monitored before and after the HF
stimulation in order to exclude preparations in which afterdischargesmight be induced (McNaughton et al., 1986). In four
young and one old rat, a singleafterdischargewas detected following the HF stimulation. An example of the electrophysiological data obtained from a rat with no afterdischargesand
from one that did exhibit afterdischargeis shown in Figure 1.
The animals with afterdischarge were killed 30 min or 1 hr
following the HF stimulation, at which time the depressiondue
to the afterdischarge had recovered, and the responseswere
enhancedcompared to baseline. mRNA levels of all assayed
transcription factors (~$268, c-fos, c-jun, junB, nur77, Krox20,

and fosB) were strongly induced in granule cells of the hippocampus (data not shown). The responseappearedidentical to
that induced by seizuresin all cases.Induction of transcription
factor mRNA was restricted to the hippocampusipsilateral to
the afterdischarge, which correspondswith the lack of change
in the evoked responseobservedin the hemispherecontralateral
to the afterdischargeevent. No changeswere detected in overlying cortex. These rats are not included in the data presented
below.
Synaptic depolarization and transcription factor expression
The effect of orthodromic monosynaptic stimulation of hippocampal granule cells wasexamined. Theseexperiments were
designedto confirm, in the chronic preparation, that transcription factors are induced by high-frequency (HF) but not lowfrequency (LF) synaptic depolarizations. In the presentprotocol,
identical numbers and intensities of orthodromic stimuli were
administered in the LF and HF preparations (i.e., the only difference was the frequency and temporal pattern of stimulus
delivery). In two bilaterally preparedrats that received unilateral
LF stimulation (no stimulation in the other hemisphere),no
changesin transcription factor mRNA were detected compared
with naive control brains mounted on the sameslide. In these
experiments, the brains were obtained 30 min after initiation
of LF stimulation and 10 min after the last stimulus.
By contrast, in rats receiving HF stimulation, 10 of 10 preparations assayedat 30 min, and 7 of 7 assayedat 1 hr, showed
strong induction of ~$268 mRNA in hippocampalgranulecells
(Fig. 2, Table 1). The meanfractional changein EPSPmeasured
approximately 30 or 60 min after the HF stimulation was0.43
(kO.04 SEM) and 0.39 (kO.06 SEM), respectively, compared
with baseline.The population spike was also significantly ele-
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Table 1. Increases
in transcription
of seizure-induced
increases

Animal

for Transcription

factor

zij268

mRNA

Factor

induced

Activation

30 min after

junB

either

a IO-train

or SO-train

c-j&s

LTE

stimulus

are expressed

as a percentage

c-jun

10 Train
2282
2278
2277
2281
2283
2284

Mean -t SEM
50

105
65
50
64
100
115
83 -+ 21

50
28
90
46
52
52
53 + 20

0
-12
0
-15
2
5
-3

+ 8

0
15
0
-22
5
20
3+

15

50
50
56
17
33
33
4Ok

15

Train
3283*
3375
3341
3282*
3369
3379

Mean + SEM

103

100

114

81

70

41

130
115
68

86
61
106

37
47
90

111
105 + 21

102

100

92 f 19

64 + 21

The lo-train stimulus induces significant increases in ~$268 and junB mRNA but not c-fos or c-jun mRNA. In contrast, the 50-train LTE stimulus induces significant
increases in zif268, junB, c-fos, and c-jun mRNA. Asterisks indicate two animals that were 26 months old at time of LTE and death. Control, seizure-stimulated,
and
LTE-stimulated
brains were blocked and sectioned together as described in Materials and Methods and illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. Autoradiographic
images were
densitized (Loats image analysis system) and the optical density corresponding
to the granule cell layer of the hippocampus
determined
for stimulated and control
brains. A minimum
of two images were analyzed for each condition. For each autoradiogram,
optical densities from control hippocampus were subtracted from levels
in LTE or seizure-stimulated
hippocampus and the percentage of the seizure-induced
increase determined for each LTE condition. This analysis was used to correct for
differences in nonspecific background hybridization
and provides a direct comparison to the highly reproducible, MECS-induced
response. Optimal in situ autoradiograms
indicate that MECS induces a six- to eightfold increase in zif268 mRNA in dentate granule cells compared to naive controls, which is consistent with Northern analysis
(Cole et al., 1990). These sets of tissue were also analyzed with probes selective for nur77, Krox20, and fosB. Seizures induced increases in mRNA for these genes in
all cases. Increases in nut-77 and Krox20 mRNA, qualitatively
similar to those of c-fos, were observed in each of the 50-train preparations, while fosB mRNA was not
detectably increased in these same animals. No increases in nur77, Krox 20, or fosB mRNA were detected in the IO-train LTA animals.

vated. The zif268 mRNA response was restricted to granule
cells of the dorsal hippocampus in a region -2 mm rostra1 and
caudal to the recording site. No changes in ~$268 mRNA levels
were detected in the cortex overlying the recording site (n = 17)
or in the entorhinal cortex that contains cells of origin of the
perforant pathway (n = 3). Because experimental brains were
routinely blocked with naive control and seizure-stimulated (30
min after pentylenetetrazol or MECS) brains, we were able to
assess the magnitude of the mRNA response in relation to these
controls. In all cases, the ~$268 mRNA increase following the
HF stimulus was comparable in magnitude to the seizure response (Table 1). Of the other transcription factors, only junB
mRNA was increased by the HF stimulus (Fig. 3). This response
was observed in all HF preparations but, unlike the ~$268 response, the junB response was less robust than that obtained
following MECS. mRNA levels of c-fis, c-&n, nur77, Krox20,
or fosB were not detectably increased in any of the preparations.
In eight rats (subset of the lo-train, 30 min sacrifice group
above), HF and LF stimuli were administered to separate hemispheres of the same animal. As anticipated, the pathway that
received HF stimuli displayed enhanced synaptic responses (see
above), while the LF pathway did not (fractional change of the
EPSP, 0.04 -t 0.03). Transcription factor responses in the HF
hemisphere were identical to those that received only a unilateral HF stimulus. In three of these preparations, granule cells
of the fascia dentata ipsilateral to the LF stimulus demonstrated
modest increases of ~$268 mRNA relative to naive control
hippocampus. In all cases, increases in the LF side were less
intense than on the HF side of the hippocampus. The pattern
of induction was punctate, indicating that only a minority of

the cells responded. mRNA levels ofjunB ipsilateral to the LF
stimulus were identical to naive controls in these preparations.
Zif268 and JunB immunohistochemistry
Zif268- and JunB-selective rabbit polyclonal antisera were used
to assess the response of the transcription factor proteins. In
each of three animals killed 1 hr after a IO-train LTE stimulus,
we observed robust increases in Zif268 immunoreactivity. Immunostaining was present in nuclei of essentially all of the granule cells that received the HF stimulus (Fig. 4). Immunostaining
was comparable in intensity to that detected 1 hr after a seizure.
By contrast, no detectable increase in JunB immunostaining was
detected in these same preparations, despite robust seizure-induced increases in JunB immunostaining. Robust JunB immunostaining was detected in an animal 1 hr following a single
afterdischarge.
Stimulus parameters that can induce c-fos as well as zif268
Our observations indicate that zif268 mRNA but not c-fos
mRNA is increased in granule cells by a synaptic stimulus sufficient to induce LTE (IO-train stimulus pattern). By contrast,
a previous report has suggested that c-fos can be induced in
conjunction with LTE in chronically implanted, unanesthetized
rats in the absence of afterdischarges in the EEG (Dragunow et
al., 1989; Jeffery et al., 1990). These studies, however, used
substantially more stimulus pulses than the IO-train stimulus
used here. To determine whether the differences in the C-$X
response in our studies were due to the number of HF stimulus
trains, we reproduced (in five rats) the stimulus parameters used
in the studies that have reported c-&s induction (i.e., 50 trains).

jun-B

c-jun

Figure 3. Differential response of transcription factors to IO-pulse versus 50-pulse LTE stimulus: autoradiograms of in situ hybridization for ~$268, junB, C-$X, and c-jun in rats 30 min
after either a IO-train (row A) or 50-train (row B) LTE stimulus was delivered to the left hippocampus. The right hippocampus received an identical number of LF pulses (80 pulses in row
A; 400 pulses in row B). Each panel includes an experimental animal (top) as well as half-brains from seizure controls (lower Ieft in row A, lower right in row B) and naive controls (lower
right in row A, lower feft in row 3). Comparison of half-brains in the lower portion of each panel demonstrates seizure-induced increases of mRNA for each transcription factor in the granule
cell layer (lower arrowheads). Note that zif268 and junB mRNA are induced in the granule cell layer by the IO-pulse stimulus (A, upper arrowheads) while c-j&r and c-jun are not induced.
By contrast, all four of these transcription factors are induced by the 50-train stimulus (B, upper arrowheads). These animals are representative of the two experimental groups, and quantitative
data are presented in Table 1.

B
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Figure 4. Zif268 immunoreactivity is induced by LTE in granule cell neurons: photomicrographs (- 100 x) of Zif268 immunoreactivity (ABC
peroxidase) in the fascia dentata from an animal 1 hr following a unilateral IO-train LTE stimulus to the left hippocampus (A). The right fascia
dentata had a chronically implanted recording electrode but was not stimulated (B). Note intense staining in all granule cells of the stimulated
fascia dentata. Observation at high power confirms that inducible staining is associated with the nucleus. Identical immunostaining was observed
in each of three rats tested. JunB immunoreactivity was not detectably increased in these LTE-stimulated animals.

No afterdischarges were produced in these animals. Confirming
previous reports, c-fos mRNA was increased in granule cells

stimulated with theseparameters.No responsewasdetected in
the contralateral hippocampusthat received LF only or in the
cortex overlying the stimulating electrode. The magnitude of
the C-$X mRNA increasewas, in each case,lessthan that induced by MECS (Fig. 3, Table 1). As in preparations that received the IO-train stimulation, ~$268 mRNA increasesafter
the 50-train stimulus parameters were similar to seizure-induced increases.JunB mRNA was strongly induced by the
50-train stimulus parametersto levels comparable to seizureinduced increases,while c-jun, nur77, and krox20 mRNA increaseswere lessrobust than those observedin MECS animals.
fosB mRNA was strongly induced by MECS but not detectably
increasedby the 50-train HF stimulus.
NMDA dependenceof the transcription factor responseto HF
stimuli
MK-801 is a noncompetitive NMDA antagonist that blocks
LTE following systemic administration (Abraham and Mason,
1988). In the acute recording preparation, MK-801 blocks increasesin transcription factor mRNA induced by HF stimuli
(Cole et al., 1989; Wisden et al., 1990). To confirm that the
transcription factor responseto HF stimuli is NMDA dependent
in the unanesthetizedchronic preparation, we administeredMK801 (1 mg/kg, i.p.) 30 min prior to the IO-train HF stimulus
given to four rats. In three of four preparations, MK-801 produced a modest (-20%) reduction of the LF postsynaptic responseand the perforant path stimulus intensity was adjusted
to restore the amplitude of the postsynaptic responseto that
recorded prior to MK-801 administration. LTE assayed25 min
after the HF stimulus wasblocked in part in one rat (fractional

changeof EPSP,0.16) and completely in two other rats (mean
fractional change, -0.08). Animals were killed 30 min after the
HF stimulusand transcription factor mRNA wasassayed.ZiJ268
mRNA was weakly induced in the one animal with a partial
block of LTE and not induced in the two with complete block.
In the fourth animal, MK-801 administration had no effect on
LF responses,and did not block LTE or induction of ~$268.
This rat alsodid not display the characteristic motor effectsthat
typically follow MK-80 1 administration. This result wastherefore attributed to ineffective delivery of the drug.
Our data indicates that the 50-train stimulus produces a
broader activation of transcription factors than does the lotrain stimulus. To assesswhether the responseto the 50-train
stimulusis dependenton NMDA receptor activation, we treated
two animals with MK-801 (1 mg/kg, i.p.) 1 hr prior to a 50train stimulus. A 1 hr, rather than 30 min, preinjection period
wasusedin order to increasethe probability of complete blockade of LTE by MK-801.
Both animals demonstrated
characteristic behavioral effectsof MK-80 1.mRNA responses
for each
of inducible transcription factors, including zif268, c-fos, c-jun,
junB, nur77, and Krox20, were blocked in theseanimals. We
conclude that transcription factor induction by either the lotrain or the 50-train stimulus is dependenton NMDA receptor
activation.
LTE duration: correlation with stimulusparameters
The IO-train stimulus parametersusedin all but the preceding
experiment

reproducibly

induce LTE lasting several days (Barnes,

1979). Becausethe 50-train stimulusparameterselicit increases
in transcription factors that are not induced with 10 trains, we
examined possibledifferences in LTE duration. Twenty bilaterally implanted rats were randomly assignedto receive either
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OLD
YOUNG

DAYS
5. Mean EPSP (and SEM) fractional change of rats receiving
either the IO- or 50-train stimulus pattern (see Materials and Methods)
on day 0. Neither the initial magnitude of LTE induction nor its decay
was statistically different between stimulation treatment groups.
Figure

10 or 50 stimulus trains in one hemisphere (half of the rats in
each treatment group). The opposite hemisphere was given LF
control stimulation. Following induction and decay of enhancement in that hemisphere, the hemisphere that initially received
LF stimulation was given the opposite treatment. The other
hemisphere then served as the LF control. Robust enhancement
was induced in all 40 hemispheres (Fig. 5) and no afterdischarges were induced. There was no difference in the initial
magnitude of LTE between the lo- and 50-train groups assayed
1 hr following stimulation (F,,4, = 0.428, p > 0.05). Additionally, there was no statistical difference in the rate of LTE decay
over days (F,,d, = 0.182, p > 0.05). The averagedecay half-time
was4.67 and 3.64 d for the lo- and 50-train groups,respectively
(Fig. 5).
Zif268 response in aged rats and performance

in Morris

swim

task

Zif268 mRNA responseswere examined in aged animals to
determine if alterations in ~$268 induction are associatedwith
the known deficit in maintenance of LTE in old rats (Barnes,
1979). Four 24-month-old behaviorally impaired rats (seeFig.
6) received the standard IO-train stimulus, and were killed 30
min later. These animals each exhibited substantial enhancement 30 min after stimulation (n = mean fractional change
EPSP, 0.44 t 0.09 SEM) and for in situ analysiswere blocked
and sectionedtogether with 9-l 2 month animals that received
the identical stimulus. Age-matched naive control and seizurestimulated animals were also included in the tissueblock. LTEand MECS-induced increasesin ~$268 and junB mRNA were
qualitatively similar in young and old animals.Quantitation of
the in situ autoradiograms indicated that ~$268 mRNA was
induced to levels similar to those in the young animals (young:
71% * 29, n = 4; old: 56% + 20, n = 4). Two additional old
rats received the 50-train stimulus parameters.These animals
showedequivalent inductions of ~$268, junB, c-jun, and c-fos
mRNA as in their young counterparts (Table 1).

Discussion
The major findings of this study are that the transcription factor
responseinduced in associationwith synaptic LTE in the hip-

TRIALS
l-3

TRIALS
16-18

Figure6. Performance
scores
from theeightold andeightyoungcontrol rats testedon the spatialversionof the Morris water task.Data
shownarelatenciesto find the hiddenplatformin the poolon the first
and lastthreetrialsof trainingon the task.For both latencyandpathlength(notshown)measurements
theyoungratsperformedsignificantly
betterby the endof trainingthan did the old rats.
pocampusis highly reproducible in chronically prepared rats,
and involves a selective,robust increasein ~$268 mRNA levels
and immunoreactivity. This study confirms earlier observations
that transcription factors are inducible in hippocampal granule
cells by HF synaptic stimuli (Douglas et al., 1988; Cole et al.,
1989; Dragunow et al., 1989; Jeffrey et al., 1990;Wisden et al.,
1990; Schreiberet al., 1991; Abraham et al., 1992; Richardson
et al., 1992). Zif268 mRNA levels were increasedin hippocampal cells 30 min after a standard IO-train LTE stimulus. This
stimulus wasdetermined previously to induce durable enhancement in a singlestimulus session(Barnes, 1979). In the same
animals, there wasno detectablechangein c-fos, c-jun, or other
transcription factors inducible by seizures, including nur77,
Krox20, and fosB (Watson and Milbrandt, 1989; Nakabeppu
and Nathans, 1991; Bhat et al., 1992; Mack et al., 1992). The
magnitude of the ~$268 mRNA increasewas alsohighly reproducible and similar to increasesinduced by either pentylenetetrazol or MECS. JunB mRNA wasalso reproducibly induced
in these preparations; however, the magnitude of the response
wasinvariably lessthan seizure-inducedincreases.Additionally,
no induction of JunB immunoreactivity wasdetected following
HF stimulation despitedetection of robust seizure-inducedincreases.The inability to detect an LTE-induced increasein JunB
immunoreactivity despitemodestincreasesin junB mRNA may
be due to differences in the sensitivity of the histological techniquesor may representan example of mRNA changeswithout
corresponding changesin protein. The transcription factor responseto this LTE-inducing stimulation appearsqualitatively
different from the responseto seizures,since ~$268 is comparably induced by both the LTE stimulus and seizures,while
other transcription factors exhibit either markedly lower or nondetectable responsesto these samestimulation parameters.Interestingly, the ~$268 mRNA responseappearsto be intact in
aged rats, as the responseto the IO-train stimulus was robust
and similar to those observed in young adult rats.
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Increasing the total number of stimulus pulses from 100 to
400 (i.e., 10 trains to 50 trains) resulted in detectable increases
in c-fos, c-jun, nur77, Krox20, junB, and zif268 mRNAs. Increases in c-fos, c-jun, nur77, and Krox20 mRNAs resulting
from the 50-train stimulus were typically less than those induced
by seizures, while zif268 and junB mRNA responses to these
stimuli were identical. The general activation of transcription
factors with the 50-train stimulus is consistent with previous
studies reporting increases in c-fos mRNA (Dragunow et al.,
1989; Jeffery et al., 1990) and immunostaining for these transcription factors (Abraham et al., 1992) accompanying LTE
induction. Unlike the results of D’Costa et al. (199 l), who found
diminished c-fos activity in old mice following electroconvulsive shock, the old, memory-deficient rats in the present experiments exhibited robust activation of c-fos with the 50-train
stimulus parameters, and following MECS.
Differences in the transcription factor response to lo- and 50train stimuli presumably reflect the differential activation of
signaling pathways that may be involved in LTE of synaptic
potentials. Accordingly, we compared the induction and decay
of LTE following lo- and 50-train stimulus protocols. No statistically significant differences in either the initial induction or
the durability ofenhancement were observed despite a relatively
large sample population (40 hemispheres, 20 rats). This result
suggests that critical signaling pathways involved in LTE are
equally activated by lo- and 50-train stimuli and reinforces the
special correlation between induction of ~$268 and LTE.
In contrast to the present results, Abraham and coworkers
(Jeffery et al., 1990; Abraham et al., 1992) have reported an
increase in LTE duration following 50-trains of HF stimulus
pulses compared to 1O-train stimulus parameters, and suggested
that this difference in LTE duration represents an electrophysiological correlate of the induction of c-fos and other transcription factors. Our data do not support this hypothesis. Using
within-animal comparisons of the two stimulus parameters in
a group of 20 animals, we found no differences in the durability
of LTE with the different stimulus protocols, in spite of the
differential transcription factor activation. Resolution of this
apparent discrepancy clearly will require further study.
Consistent with previous reports (Cole et al., 1989; Wisden
et al., 1990) systemic administration of MK-801, a noncompetitive NMDA-type
glutamate antagonist, blocked both LTE
and zif268 mRNA increases following a 1O-train stimulus. MK80 1 also blocked LTE and zif268, junB, c-fos, c-jun, nur77, and
Krox20 mRNA increases following the 50-train stimulus. It
therefore appears that each of these genes may be induced in
the hippocampus by NMDA-dependent
pathways; however, our
data suggest that junB, c-fos, c-jun, nur77, and Krox20 mRNA
increases may be linked to processes other than LTE induction
or maintenance. Zif268 is also selectively responsive to afferent
synaptic activity in the visual cortex, where basal expression of
~$268, but not c-fos, is rapidly reduced following administration
of NMDA receptor antagonists (Worley et al., 199 1). Accordingly, in both the hippocampus and neocortex, ~$268 appears
to be tightly linked to physiological levels of NMDA receptor
activation. The present study demonstrates that different transcription factors possess distinct thresholds for synaptic activation and that ~$268 is most highly correlated with the LTE
phenomena. It is important to note that this relationship was
defined in a single synaptic system. In other systems, c-fos and
zif268 are coordinately induced by several natural stimuli
(Aronin et al., 1990; Rusak et al., 1990; Tischmeyer et al., 1990;

Anokhin et al., 1991; Nikolaev et al., 1992) suggesting that
mechanisms coupling synaptic events with changes in gene expression may be specific to both the neuronal population and
to the type of stimulus.
The high degree of reproducibility of results in the present
study are almost certainly due to the technical advantages of
the chronic preparation. Transcription factor responses were
monitored several weeks after electrode implantation and were
not complicated by possible effects of acute injury. Effects of
anesthesia, which can alter transcription factor expression (Dragunow et al., 1989; Jeffery et al., 1990) were also avoided.
Recording stability was enhanced since there is no acute brain
swelling due to injury or shrinkage due to surgery and attendant
osmotic shifts. Responses were restricted to the dorsal hippocampus and not observed in the ipsilateral cortex, as was typically the case in the acute preparation (Cole et al., 1989; Wisden
et al., 1990) presumably due to acute injury associated with
electrode placement. In nearly all the preparations, mRNA responses were strictly ipsilateral to the HF stimulus. However,
in a subset (three of eight) of preparations that received both
HF and LF stimuli, we detected modest increases in ~1~268
mRNA in granule cells ipsilateral to the LF stimulus. The mechanism of this response remains unknown but might involve
crossed perforant pathway projections or hippocampal commissure connections (Goldowitz et al., 1975). The observation
that the LTE-induced transcription factor response is restricted
to the dorsal hippocampus confirms previous observations (Cole
et al., 1989) and is consistent with the restricted distribution of
perforant path afferents to the dentate gyrus (Hjorth-Simonsen
and Jeune, 1972). Optimization of electrophysiological responses at the recording electrode during electrode placement
would serve to activate selectively projections to the dorsal hippocampus. The restricted distribution of this response may be
helpful in interpreting results of experiments that use the LTE
paradigm to modify certain spatial learning behaviors that are
dependent on the hippocampus (Korol et al., 1993).
Observations in the present study help define thresholds for
synaptic activation of transcription factors in the hippocampus
and indicate that induction of ~$268 and LTE are triggered by
similar patterns of synaptic stimulation. These correlative data
suggest a role for ~$268 in the LTE phenomena. Further studies
comparing the thresholds for LTE and ~$268 induction would
strengthen the association. Nevertheless, our studies indicate
that the genomic response to synaptic stimuli sufficient to induce
LTE is less complex than that induced by more intense synaptic
stimuli or seizures. Accordingly, this less intense LTE paradigm
appears to be ideal for molecular studies aimed at identifying
signaling pathways linking physiological NMDA receptor activation and synaptic plasticity.
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